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Abstract As 3D image and video content has gained significant popularity, sub-
jective 3D quality assessment has become an important issue for the creation,
processing, and distribution of high quality 3D content. Reliable subjective quality
assessment of 3D content is often difficult due to the subjects’ limited 3D experi-
ence, the interaction of multiple quality factors, minor quality differences between
stimuli, etc. Among subjective evaluation methodologies, paired comparison has
the advantage of improved simplicity and reliability, which can be useful to tackle
the aforementioned difficulties. In this paper, we propose a new method to ana-
lyze the results of paired comparison-based subjective tests. We assume that ties
convey information about the significance of quality score differences between two
stimuli. Then, a maximum likelihood estimation is performed to obtain confidence
intervals providing intuitive measures of significance of the quality differences. We
describe the complete test procedure using the proposed method, from subjective
experiment design to outlier detection and score analysis for 3D image quality
assessment. Especially, we design the test procedure in a way that quality comparison
across different contents is enabled while the number of pair-wise comparisons
is minimized. Experimental results on a stereoscopic image database with varying
camera distances demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method and enhanced
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quality discriminability of paired comparison in comparison to the conventional
single stimulus methodology.

Keywords Stereoscopic image · Subjective quality · Paired comparison ·
Quality of experience (QoE)

1 Introduction

Nowadays, three-dimensional television (3DTV) is receiving a great deal of attention
as a new multimedia experience for consumers, and a significant amount of research
has been conducted for 3D content creation, processing, distribution, and restitution
[9, 16, 21]. In order to reach the goal of 3D content delivery with satisfactory quality
of experience (QoE), reliable subjective and objective quality evaluation is essential.
The issue of assessing perceived quality is particularly important in 3D content
because, unlike 2D quality, degraded 3D quality may cause not only dissatisfaction
but also serious discomfort [14, 17].

In comparison to conventional 2D content, knowledge on perceived quality of
3D content is relatively insufficient. Thus, extensive subjective quality evaluation
studies are crucial for understanding the way that human subjects perceive 3D
content, which will be eventually useful for the optimization of 3D processing
techniques and the development of objective 3D quality metrics [10, 11]. Existing
subjective quality assessment methods can be classified into psycho-perceptual and
user-centered approaches. The former quantitatively examines the relation between
physical stimuli and sensory experience through controlled experiments, usually
in laboratory environments. Typically, subjects in such experiments are asked to
provide quality scores for presented stimuli, and the collectied scores are analyzed
to obtain quantitative quality measures. The latter aims at evaluating the quality
from a user’s perspective by considering the potential use (such as users, system
characteristics and context of use) [13], where unconventional procedures such as
field experiments, questionnaires and interviews are often involved. While the user-
centered approach may allow more in-depth investigation of quality perception in
particular scenarios, the psycho-perceptual approach is still preferable due to the
easy quantitative analysis and reproducibility of the results. This paper focuses on
the former approach.

When one conducts subjective quality assessment, it is necessary to carefully
design a test procedure and subsequent methodology suitable to the chosen goal of
the study in order to obtain reliable quality ratings from subjects without unwanted
external factors and bias in human perception. International standards provide
guidelines of test methodologies for subjective tests [18, 23]. While single stimulus
and double stimulus methodologies are widely used, paired comparison has its own
advantage of simplicity, i.e. only the preference of a subject between each pair of
stimuli is asked for instead of a score of an individual stimulus in a discrete or
continuous scale.

The simplicity of the paired comparison methodology promotes itself as an
effective alternative for subjective evaluation of 3D content. 3D quality evaluation
for naive subjects is not as easy as 2D quality evaluation, because they do not have
sufficient experience of 3D content in daily life and thus quantitative judgment of
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3D quality becomes very difficult. This sometimes leads to unreliable results with
large variances across subjects in quality scores. In such cases, paired comparison
significantly reduces the complexity of the subjects’ task and, consequently, enhances
reliability of the results.

A challenge in employing paired comparison is to obtain absolute quality scores
from the comparison results. The results of a paired comparison experiment with
multiple subjects appear as winning frequencies of each stimulus against each of the
other stimuli. In order to facilitate quality assessment of the stimuli, they need to
be translated into quality scores that are equivalent to mean opinion scores (MOS)
of single stimulus methodologies or differential mean opinion scores (DMOS) of
double stimulus methodologies. In addition, it is desirable to obtain confidence
information of the quality scores for further analysis of the results. In single or double
stimulus methodologies, a confidence interval for each MOS or DMOS is commonly
computed for a chosen significance level.

In this paper, we propose a new analysis method for paired comparison, which
estimates quality scores from winning frequencies and, more importantly, extracts
significance information of the scores to facilitate intuitive examination of significant
quality differences between scores. The method is applied to subjective quality
assessment of stereoscopic images, and in particular, for varying distances of stereo-
scopic cameras used during the acquisition of the images. The detailed description
of the subjective experiment shows how the paired comparison methodology can be
effectively used for quality evaluation of stereoscopic images and how the results are
analysed using the proposed method. The results of the experiments demonstrate
consistency between the results of the paired comparison and conventional single
stimulus methodologies and decreased ambiguity between similar quality levels in
paired comparison.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The following section presents
our proposed framework for paired comparison-based subjective quality assessment.
In Section 3, we present our study where the proposed framework is applied
to quality assessment of stereoscopic images acquired with a varying acquisition
parameter. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 Proposed subjective quality assessment framework

2.1 Overview

In our framework, the task of a subjective quality assessment experiment is to
obtain quality scores of stimuli that belong to different “groups” and have been
generated for varying “conditions”. For example, when the perceived quality of
images contaminated by noise is to be investigated using diverse image contents,
the group and condition correspond to the content and type/amount of noise,
respectively.

In conventional single or double stimulus methodologies, the test for a subject
includes evaluation of all or part of a set of stimuli, which results in quality scores
given by the subject for the considered stimuli. However, the number of pair-
wise comparisons increases exponentially with respect to the number of considered
stimuli and, thus, it is necessary to devise a systematic way to reduce the number
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of comparisons for each subject but to make it still possible to estimate globally
comparable quality scores of all the stimuli. Therefore, a test based on the proposed
framework consists of two phases, namely, intra-group comparison and inter-group
comparison. In the intra-group comparison, a pair-wise comparison is conducted for
all possible pairs in each group independently. The results of the comparisons appear
as winning frequencies, i.e. frequencies that a stimulus wins the other stimuli for
multiple subjects. They are converted into relative quality scores of the stimuli in
each group by the process described in Section 2.4. Then, the inter-group comparison
is performed for the stimuli of some selected conditions across the groups. The
winning frequencies obtained in this phase are converted into relative scores in a
similar way to that used in the intra-group comparison phase. These results are used
to globally align the quality scores of all the involved stimuli, which will be explained
in Section 2.5.

Note that the inter-group comparison phase is rather optional and may be skipped
in some cases. For example, the task of the study presented in [15] was to examine
which video scalability option among spatial, temporal and quality dimensions is
important for maximizing perceived quality for each fixed bit rate constraint. In
this case, comparing quality across different bit rate constraints was not of interest,
so that the inter-group comparison, i.e. comparison across bit rate constraint, was
not necessary. However, in the particular task considered in this paper, a group
corresponds to a scene and the inter-group comparison plays an important role
because we are interested in investigating the effect of content features to the
perceived quality.

2.2 Test procedure

In a paired comparison test, a subject is asked to provide an index of the relation
between two stimuli presented. The judgment can be done in various ways. A score
value on a continuous scale can be given to describe the relation, e.g. [−100, 100],
where −100 (or 100) indicates that the quality of stimulus A (or B) is much
lower than that of stimulus B (or A). Or, a categorical judgment can be used by
selecting one of predefined semantic categories, e.g. the simplest form (stimulus A
is ‘better’ or ‘worse’ than stimulus B) and a more subdivided form (stimulus A is
‘much better’, ‘better’, ‘slightly better’, ‘same’, ‘slightly worse’, ‘worse’, or ‘much
worse’ than stimulus B). In order to keep the task simple, only three judgment
options are considered in our case, namely, ‘A is better’, ‘B is better’, and ‘same’.
In comparison to single or double stimulus methodologies, the employed paired
comparison methodology improves the simplicity of the subjects’ task significantly
due to the simplified rating scale. Moreover, the simplicity is improved further when
simultaneous viewing of two stimuli is enabled, as in our study presented in Section 3.

Inclusion of a tie in the rating scale prevents biased results due to random choices
between two stimuli when their quality difference is hardly noticeable. Such a bias
may be also avoided by considering a large number of subjects and/or repeating
the same pairs several times in a test, which is inefficient and even inapplicable
in most cases. Moreover, a tie conveys information related to uncertainty of the
quality difference of the two stimuli, and thus can be used to judge the significance
of quality score differences obtained from the comparison results, as will be shown
in Section 2.4.
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2.3 Outlier detection

The reliability of the ratings given by a subject can be inspected by checking the
transitivity satisfaction rate in his/her comparison results. The transitivity rule is
violated when a circular triad is formed among three stimulus, i.e. stimulus i is
preferred to stimulus j, stimulus j to k, and stimulus k to stimulus i. A subject whose
ratings contain a relatively large number of circular triads is considered as an outlier,
and his/her ratings are discarded. This idea was used previously for the binary rating
scale without a tie [4], and its extension to accommodate ties is presented here.

Let i > j imply the preference of stimulus i over stimulus j by a subject. And, let
i = j mean a tie between the two stimuli. The following four cases are considered as
circular triads:

i > j ∩ j > k ∩ k > i

i > j ∩ j > k ∩ k = i

i > j ∩ j = k ∩ k > i

i = j ∩ j > k ∩ k > i

Then, the transitivity satisfaction rate is defined by the number of non-circular triads
among all possible triads. If its value is less than a threshold for a subject, he/she is
considered as an outlier.

In single or double stimulus methodologies, reliability of a subject’s ratings is
verified by comparing them with those given by other subjects, i.e. if a subject’s
ratings are deviated too much from the other subjects’ ratings, the subject is re-
garded as an outlier [18]. However, outlier detection in paired comparison can be
performed independently without necessity of other subjective data. Moreover, an
unreliable subject can be already identified during the test of the subject if his/her
ratings already form a considerable amount of circular triads. These features can
be particularly beneficial for applying paired comparison to on-line crowdsourced
subjective tests.

2.4 Data processing

The ratings of M subjects for intra-group comparison of N stimuli can be summarized
by two variables: wij representing the winning frequency of stimulus i against stimulus
j and tij = t ji indicating the tie frequency between the two stimuli. Note that wij +
w ji + tij = M.

First, let us consider the simplest case where ties are not allowed in the rating
scale so that tij = t ji = 0. One of the most popular methods converting the winning
frequencies to continuous-scale quality scores is to use the Bradley-Terry (BT) model
[3]. In this model, the empirical probability of choosing stimulus i against stimulus j,
Pij = wij/M is represented as

Pij = πi

πi + π j
(1)
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where πi satisfying πi ≥ 0 and
∑N

i=1 πi = 1 can be considered as the quality score
for stimulus i. The parameter πi can be estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood
function given by

L(π1, ..., πN) =
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

Pij log

(
πi

πi + π j

)

(2)

where Pii = 0 by definition.
Modification of the above formulation is required when ties are allowed in paired

comparison. A simple way is to treat a tie as half way between the two preference
options [7, 15], i.e.

wij ← wij + tij/2 (3)

w ji ← w ji + tij/2 (4)

and then the BT model is used as described above.
An explicit extension of the BT model was presented in [19], where an additional

parameter θ > 1 is introduced:

Pij = πi

πi + θπ j
(5)

Pji = π j

θπi + π j
(6)

Pi= j = πiπ j(θ
2 − 1)

(πi + θπ j)(θπi + π j)
(7)

where Pi= j = tij/M is the empirical probability of ties between stimulus i and j. If
θ = 1, the model shrinks to the original BT model. A log-likelihood function similar
to (2) can be used to estimate πi and θ .

Another extension of the BT model is found in [5], which assumes that the prob-
ability of no preference is proportional to the geometric mean of the probabilities of
preferences:

Pij = πi

πi + π j + ν
√

πiπ j
(8)

Pji = π j

πi + π j + ν
√

πiπ j
(9)

Pi= j = ν
√

πiπ j

πi + π j + ν
√

πiπ j
(10)

where ν is an additional parameter and ν = 0 yields the BT model. The maximum
likelihood estimation is used to obtain the parameters πi and ν.

A tie is provided by a subject when the quality difference of given two stimuli
is within the limit of the subject for perceptible quality difference. If more subjects
answer ties for the two stimuli, the preferences given by the rest of the subjects can
be considered as less significant. The aforementioned methods reflect the quality
ambiguity residing in ties to some extent through the scores and additional para-
meters that are changed according to the tie frequencies. For the method spreading
ties to the other preferences and the one in (5)–(7), the scores become similar for a
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large number of ties. The parameters θ and ν increase along with an increase of the
number of ties. However, such changes do not provide intuitive indexes measuring
the ambiguity between the quality of stimuli.

By exploiting the information conveyed in ties about ambiguity or uncertainty of
quality difference, we propose a new method that can provide an intuitive measure
of confidence information. We assume that quality scores computed from the two
preferences (i.e. ‘better’ and ‘worse’) may vary within confidence intervals related
to the tie probabilities. The upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval
are obtained by considering the extreme cases where the ties between two stimuli
supposedly belong to one of the two preference options. Therefore, significance of
quality difference can be easily verified by examining the amount of overlap between
confidence intervals.

The lower and upper bounds of πi are defined as

π−
i = πi − �π−

i (11)

π+
i = πi + �π+

i (12)

Then, the interval given by [π−
i , π+

i ] becomes the confidence interval around the
nominal quality score πi.

First, πi is obtained by using the BT model without considering ties, as described
above. Then, the imaginary lower and upper empirical probabilities are computed by
assuming the ties as either of the two preferences:

P−
ij = wij

M
(13)

P+
ij = wij + tij

M
(14)

The following equations relate these probabilities and the quality score parameters:

P−
ij = π−

i

π−
i + π+

j

= πi − �π−
i

(πi − �π−
i ) + (π j + �π+

j )
(15)

P+
ij = π+

i

π+
i + π−

j

= πi + �π+
i

(πi + �π+
i ) + (π j − �π−

j )
(16)

Finally, the additional parameters �π−
i and �π+

i are estimated by solving the
maximum likelihood estimation problem for the log-likelihood function given by

L′(�π−
1 , ..., �π−

N ,�π+
1 , ..., �π+

N)

=
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

[

P−
ij log

(
πi − �π−

i

πi − �π−
i + π j + �π+

j

)

+ P+
ij log

(
πi + �π+

i

πi + �π+
i π j − �π−

j

) ]

(17)

2.5 Global score alignment

From the intra-group comparison, we obtain relative quality scores of the stimuli
for the K conditions and their associated lower and upper bounds independently for
each group. From the inter-group comparison, relative quality scores of the stimuli of
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Fig. 1 Process of obtaining intra- and inter-group comparison results from “true” quality scores,
which is assumed for global score alignment

the S groups for each of the C (≤ K) selected conditions are obtained, e.g. by using
the BT model after application of (3)–(4).

Let ϕk,s (k = 1, . . . , K, s = 1, . . . , S) be the obtained quality score for group s
and condition k, which comes from the intra-group comparison. And, let ωk,s (k =
1, . . . , C, s = 1, . . . , S) be the quality score obtained from the inter-group comparison
for group s and condition k. It can be considered that each of ϕk,s and ωk,s is
independently drawn from the “true” quality score xk,s that we want to estimate
through score alignment. Here, we assume that a linear transform is involved in this
drawing process (Fig. 1):

ϕk,s = asxk,s + b s, k = 1, . . . , K, s = 1, . . . , S (18)

ωk,s = ckxk,s + dk, k = 1, . . . , C, s = 1, . . . , S (19)

which needs to be solved to obtain aligned quality scores xk,s. A constrained
optimization technique can be used to solve this system and obtain the globally
aligned quality scores xk,s.

Since we are interested only in relative scores of stimuli, the maximum and
minimum scores after alignment can be set to 100 and 0, respectively. Thus, the total
number of equations is KS + CS, whereas the number of unknown variables (xk,s, as,
b s, ck and dk) is KS + 2S + 2C − 2. In order to solve the problem of global alignment,
we need KS + CS ≥ KS + 2S + 2C − 2, i.e.

CS − 2S − 2C + 2 ≥ 0 (20)

3 Subjective quality assessment of stereoscopic images

This section presents our study on quality assessment of stereoscopic images as an
application of the proposed framework. Effects of varying camera distances during
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acquisition are discussed based on the obtained results. Especially, we compare them
with the results of the single stimulus experiment presented in [8] in order to examine
consistency of the results by the two test methodologies, quality discriminability
between stimuli, and time complexity.

3.1 Problem definition

As already mentioned in the introduction, performing subjective quality assessment
for 3D content is not as straightforward as for 2D content. Many people do not
yet have much experience in watching 3D content, and thus do not have gen-
eral agreement on the definition of perceived quality attributes or cannot easily
distinguish between different quality levels. This may result in large variances in
the quality ratings of multiple subjects or high ambiguity between stimuli involved
in the evaluation, especially when the quality difference between stimuli is small.
Moreover, 3D quality is often influenced by a variety of factors interacting in a
complicated way. This makes it difficult to evaluate the effect of a specific type of
artifacts and its impact on the overall quality.

Many factors are involved in affecting quality of 3D visual content during its
acquisition, processing, transmission, and restitution. In particular, acquisition pa-
rameters already influence the quality significantly. One of the important acquisition
parameters is the distance between the two cameras used for acquiring stereoscopic
images. It controls the strength of the 3D effect in a way that a larger distance
produces stronger 3D depth impression in the acquired images [20]. However, too
extreme depth may cause unnaturalness and even eye discomfort. Therefore, a
limited range of the camera distance is usually recommended [12]. A larger distance
is allowed for a scene containing a more distant object in order to enhance the
depth perception of the object. When the distances of the cameras to the nearest
and farthest objects in a scene are known, the maximum permissible camera distance
can be theoretically computed [1]. However, many other content features affect the
perceived quality of stereoscopic images acquired using different camera distances,
e.g. the size and location of the nearest object in the scene and the target viewing
condition including the viewing distance and the comfortable viewing range of the
considered 3D display [24]. In order to investigate such factors and understand 3D
perception of human observers, subjective quality assessment is essential.

3.2 Dataset

The stereoscopic images from the 3D Image Database [8] were chosen for our study.
The content varies widely and includes indoor and outdoor scenes with a large variety
of colors, textures, and depth structures. Two identical high definition (HD) video
cameras mounted on an adjustable stereo mount were used for the image acquisition.
Each scene was captured at a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels with 6 different camera
distances reaching from 10 cm to 60 cm with a step size of 10 cm (i.e. K = 6). Among
the ten scenes in the database, 6 scenes were selected for the tests (i.e. S = 6), namely,
sofa, tables, sculpture, moped, bikes, and construction (Fig. 2). Therefore, we had
6 × 6 = 36 stereoscopic images to be evaluated in total. The other scenes were used
for training of subjects.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2 Example frames of scenes used for the tests: (a) sofa, (b) tables, (c) sculpture, (d) moped,
(e) bikes, and (f) construction

3.3 Environment

The subjective tests were conducted in our laboratory designed for professional
subjective quality tests according to the recommendations [18]. The ambient lighting
consisted of neon lamps of 6,500 K color temperature and the wall color was
gray 128.

Two identical 46” LCD polarized stereoscopic monitors with a native resolution
of 1920×1080 pixels were used to present two stimuli simultaneously (one on each
display). The configuration of the screens and a subject is shown in Fig. 3. Each
subject sat in front of the two screens at a distance about 2 m, which is equivalent
to approximately 3 times the height of the screens. The subject was allowed to turn
his/her head freely to watch the individual stimulus on each screen alternatively. This
simultaneous viewing of two stimuli makes the evaluation easier and improves the
reliability of the comparison.
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Fig. 3 Configuration of two
stereoscopic screens for paired
comparison tests. The value of
d is approximately 2 m

3.4 Single stimulus test

In [8], the subjective test results based on a single stimulus methodology were
reported. Seventeen subjects screened for visual acuity, color vision, and binocular
vision participated in the experiment. Each subject sat in front of a 46” LCD
polarized stereoscopic screen that is one of the two screens used in our experiment.
The distance to the screen was also approximately 2 m. The subject watched each
stimulus in a randomized order and then marked its score on an answer sheet.
A continuous rating scale ranging from 0 to 100 was used, where the adjective
description of each range of the scale (‘excellent’, ‘good’, ‘fair’, ‘poor’, and ‘bad’) was
also indicated. Outlier detection was performed by following the guidelines given in
[18], from which no subject was found as an outlier. From the scores of the seventeen
subjects, the MOS and 95% confidence interval was computed for each stimulus.

3.5 Paired comparison test

Sixteen subjects (12 males and 4 females) participated in the tests. They were
screened for visual acuity, color vision, and binocular vision [22]. All of them were
non-expert viewers with a marginal experience of 3D image and video viewing. Their
ages ranged from 25 to 36 with an average of 30.

Prior to the test of a subject, a training session was held to introduce the test
methodology to the subject by using a set of training stimuli that were different from
the test stimuli. In the middle of the test, a short break was given to prevent the
fatigue of the subject.

The outlier detection method described in Section 2.3 was used to detect outliers
among the sixteen subjects. Their transitivity satisfaction rates were all above 0.95.
Therefore, no subject was rejected as an outlier.

Since the total number of the test stimuli is 36, the number of the full combinations
for paired comparison becomes

(36
2

) = 630, which is infeasibly large for subjective
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evaluation. Therefore, the strategy described in the previous section was used to
reduce the number of comparisons and still enable estimation of the quality scores
of all the test stimuli. One part of the test, i.e. the intra-group comparison, included
comparison between different images obtained using different camera distances for
the same content, which comprises 6 × (6

2

) = 90 image pairs. From the subjective
evaluation results of this part, the quality scores of the 6 images were obtained for
each scene independently, which was explained in Section 2.4. The other part, i.e.
the inter-group comparison, consisted of comparison of 6 different scenes for fixed
camera distance parameters. For this, we chose camera distances of 10 cm, 30 cm,
and 60 cm, i.e. C = 3, which are sufficient to globally align the quality scores for
different scenes because (20) is satisfied. Thus, this inter-group comparison includes
3 × (6

2

) = 45 pairs. In total, 135 image pairs were evaluated in the test session of each
subject. The presentation order of these pairs was randomized and the same content
was never shown consecutively.

3.6 Results

3.6.1 Overall results

Figure 4 compares the results of paired comparison with those of the single stimulus
experiment after normalization of the scores between 0 and 100. Overall, the results
of the two test methodologies show a similar trend, i.e. the best quality for each scene
is obtained when the camera distance is small due to comfortable disparity levels, and
the quality decreases as the distance increases. For the case of paired comparison,
the confidence intervals appear asymmetric around the scores because two separate
variables were defined for the lower and upper bounds. This enables us to easily
examine the significance of quality difference between two stimuli by checking if
the two confidence intervals overlap each other or not. Both methodologies show
also the same trend across different scenes. While for some scenes (sofa, moped,
bikes, and construction) the quality drops rapidly with increasing camera distance
and covers the whole range from 0 to 100, the quality decreases more gradually and
does not reach the low quality scores for other scenes (tables and sculpture).

3.6.2 Quality discriminability

An important advantage of paired comparison over the single stimulus methodology
is enhanced discriminability between similar quality levels. In [8], it was mentioned
that subjects participating in the single stimulus test had difficulty in discriminat-
ing quality differences especially for mid-range camera distances. However, such
difficulty could be alleviated by simplifying the subjects’ task through paired com-
parison.

In order to compare the two methodologies in terms of discriminability, pair-
wise comparison results were simulated from the quality scores of the single stim-
ulus experiment as follows. The scores of a subject for each pair of stimuli were
compared and the one having a higher score was considered as the winner of the
comparison. This was repeated for all subjects and stimuli involved in the single
stimulus experiment, from which the empirical preference probabilities Pij were
computed. Figure 5 shows the preference probabilities from the single stimulus
and the paired comparison tests. Discriminability between quality of stimuli can be
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Fig. 4 Normalized quality
scores obtained from single
stimulus (left column) and
paired comparison (right
column) experiments. The
theoretical camera distance
limits are shown as dotted red
lines. (a) sofa (b) tables
(c) sculpture (d) moped
(e) bikes (f) construction (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Fig. 5 Preference probability choosing stimulus i (x-axis) against stimulus j (y-axis) for the single
stimulus (left column) and paired comparison (right column) experiments. Red and blue colors
indicate high and low probabilities, respectively. (a) sofa (b) tables (c) sculpture (d) moped (e) bikes
(f) construction

inferred by comparing Pij and Pji (symmetric with respect to the main diagonal),
i.e. if they have similar values, their quality levels are more ambiguous. It is clearly
observed that the paired comparison results show smaller ambiguity than the single
stimulus results, especially for the neighboring pairs having similar camera distances
and consequently similar quality levels. Especially, for medium camera distances
there is a lot of ambiguity between adjacent camera distance values in the case of
the single stimulus methodology, which is largely reduced in the paired comparison
methodology.

In simulating paired comparison from the single stimulus results, ties can be
generated by treating an absolute score difference smaller than a threshold as a tie.
Then, a measure of quality discriminability for stimulus i and stimulus j is defined as

Dij = |Pij − Pji| (21)

The overall discriminability measure D can then be computed as the average across
all stimulus pairs. By adjusting the threshold producing the ties, the simulated results
having the same tie probabilities to those of paired comparison were obtained from
the single stimulus results. Figure 6 compares the average discriminability measures
of the two methodologies for each scene. It can be seen that, except for sofa, the
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Fig. 6 Discriminability
measures of the single stimulus
(SS) and paired comparison
(PC) methodologies for the
same tie probabilities
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paired comparison always outperforms the single stimulus methodology in terms of
the discriminability.

Our finding about the effectiveness of paired comparison in distinguishing
different 3D quality levels is also in line with the observation presented in [2]:
The absolute categorical rating and paired comparison methods were compared for
quality assessment of view synthesis algorithms in terms of the required minimum
number of subjects that allow the statistical distinction between stimuli, from which
it was shown that quality difference between stimuli could be statistically identified
with less subjects through paired comparison than absolute categorical rating.

3.6.3 Complexity

The improved discriminability between quality levels in paired comparison is ob-
tained at the expense of an increased time complexity. A single stimulus test included
the evaluation of 36 stimuli, whereas 135 stimulus pairs were evaluated in a paired
comparison test. Each stimulus (or stimulus pair) was shown for 8 s and then 4 s
were given for its rating. Additionally, five dummy stimuli were presented at the
beginning of each test for stabilization of the subjective evaluation. Therefore, a
single stimulus test took (5 + 36) × (8 + 4) = 492 s, while a paired comparison test
took (5 + 135) × (8 + 4) = 1680 s. Nevertheless, post-test interviews of the subjects
revealed that paired comparison significantly relieved the difficulty of rating on a
continuous scale because of the simplified rating scale and simultaneous viewing of
two stimuli. In addition, the training procedure was much simpler and shorter in time
for the paired comparison experiment. Considering such advantages, the increased
time complexity of paired comparison can be justified.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a new analysis method for paired comparison-based subjective
quality assessment, which was applied to quality evaluation of stereoscopic images.
The complete quality evaluation methodology including the test procedure, outlier
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detection, score calculation, and significance analysis was described. Exploiting the
ambiguity residing in ties, the proposed method facilitates intuitive examination of
significant quality difference without any additional statistical hypothesis test. The
method was used for the subjective evaluation of stereoscopic images acquired with
varying camera distances. It was demonstrated that, while the results are similar
for both single stimulus and paired comparison tests, the paired comparison test
methodology improves quality discriminability between stimuli.

As discussed, the advantages of paired comparison are obtained at the cost
of increased time complexity in comparison to other methods such as the single
and double stimulus test methodologies. Thus, improving the efficiency of paired
comparison by reducing its time complexity is an important further research topic
in order to widen its applicability to various quality assessment problems. There
exist some recent work on this, e.g. [6]. Our future work will explore extension of
the proposed analysis method for complexity-decreased paired comparison tests. We
also plan to apply the proposed method to other evaluation tasks where conventional
single or double stimulus methodologies have difficulty in obtaining reliable results.
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